INSULATION, IDENTIFY WHICH TYPE AND LOCATION

BRICK VENEER

QUICK GRIP SPRAY ADHESIVE

POLYGUARD AIRLOK SHEET 400 SERIES AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE APPLIED OVER POLYGUARD 650 LT LIQUID ADHESIVE OR CALIFORNIA SEALANT APPLIED AT A RATE OF 250 - 300 SF / GAL, OVER 650 WB LIQUID ADHESIVE APPLIED AT A RATE OF 350 - 400 SF / GAL, OR APPLIED OVER QUICK GRIP SPRAY ADHESIVE. APPLY MEMBRANE OVER SELECTED FLASHING TO SHED WATER.

WALL TIE, FASTENER HOLE SEALED AND TOOLED WITH POLYGUARD AIRLOK DETAIL-N-JOINT OR DETAIL SEALANT PW BETWEEN BACK OF WALL TIE AND AIR BARRIER FIELD MEMBRANE

GYPSUM SHEATHING

WOOD STUD FRAMING

POLYGUARD AIRLOK GUN-N-SPREAD, AIRLOK FLASH-N-ROLL, AIRLOK DETAIL-N-JOINT, OR DETAIL SEALANT PW TOOLED TO 25 MILS WET; OR POLYGUARD AIRLOK SHEET 400 NP OR AIRLOK SHEET 400 HT / NP APPLIED OVER POLYGUARD 650 LT LIQUID ADHESIVE OR CALIFORNIA SEALANT APPLIED AT A RATE OF 250 - 300 SF / GAL, OVER 650 WB LIQUID ADHESIVE APPLIED AT A RATE OF 350 - 400 SF / GAL, OR APPLIED OVER QUICK GRIP SPRAY ADHESIVE (END DAMS NOT SHOWN), TERMINATE / TRIM FLASHING 5/8" FROM BEND IN COUNTER FLASHING.

POLYGUARD AIRLOK SHEET 400 SERIES AIR BARRIER MEMBRANE APPLIED OVER POLYGUARD 650 LT LIQUID ADHESIVE OR CALIFORNIA SEALANT APPLIED AT A RATE OF 250 - 300 SF / GAL, OVER 650 WB LIQUID ADHESIVE APPLIED AT A RATE OF 350 - 400 SF / GAL, OR APPLIED OVER QUICK GRIP SPRAY ADHESIVE (END DAMS NOT SHOWN). APPLY MEMBRANE OVER SELECTED FLASHING TO SHED WATER.

POLYGUARD BELOW-GRADE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM WITH DRAINBOARD; REFERENCE BELOW-GRADE WATERPROOFING SYSTEM FOR TRANSITIONS AND DETAILS

SECTION @ FRAMED BACKING WALL / MASONRY VENEER - WALL BASE

POLYGUARD PRODUCTS, INC.

This information provided is based on data and knowledge considered to be true and accurate and is offered for the user's consideration, investigation and verification, but we do not warrant the results to be obtained. Please read all data sheets, statements, recommendations or suggestions in conjunction with our conditions of sale, which apply to all goods supplied by us.

EFFECTIVE DATE:
01/07/2020
SUPERCEDES:
07/01/2019
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